Standard Offer Veneer – JULY 2010
Features & Benefits
Wood is renewable, recyclable and has got a natural touch and smell.
It is a warm rich material, creating a pleasant atmosphere in the office.
Veneer furniture represents authenticity and elegance and is a unique product.
Please take into account the following points when ordering veneer products:
•
•
•

Veins and shades may slightly vary from one order to another since it is a natural product and each tree
is different.
When exposed to natural light, the finish can get a patina and colour may change.
Veneer finish is less shock resistant than laminate, even with the specific varnish "New Touch".

To obtain good matching (colour, texture, grain) without additional cost of the various units making up an office
grouping, they should be listed together and clearly distinguished at the time of ordering.
This will ensure that the veneers used in making up the order is all from the same billet of wood for best
matching.
For more than 5 furniture units per office grouping, the factory must be consulted.
To obtain perfect matching between several furniture units (for example, in the case of several cupboards
making up a range of cupboards or desks place facing one another) it possible to make a special request for the
use of fully matched (paired) veneers.

Price level A
Illustration

Name
Code

Description

Very light veneer in crown cut pattern. Classic and elegant finish.
Canadian Maple Patina can get very strong with natural light. The colour is getting a
golden aspect.
(ER)
The presence of brown traces of sugar is particular to this veneer type.

European wood, natural shade with fine characteristic beech grains.
Natural Beech
The patina is not very pronounced.
(HW)
Crown cut pattern for a classic office environment.

Shady Beech
Same veneer as natural beech coloured in a shady brown.
(HP)

Wenge Style
(WE)

Since the Wenge tree is menaced from extinction we use ultra veneer
in Wenge style.
The popular trend "back to the 60ies" is very well represented with this
linear veins finish in a dark brown shade.

Price level B

Illustration

Name
Code

Description

European origin. Natural colour with variation from beige to honey.
Straight cut pattern with linear veins and a large grain are giving a
Natural Oak
modern look to a classic finish.
(CC)
Natural oak is recommended for modern environments on rectangular
or oval table shapes.
Canadian Origin.
Cherry is the wood which is getting the strongest patina of all. Therefore
Shady cherry it has been tinted brown to avoid too strong colour differences. Crown
cut pattern together with a fine grain is creating an authentic look for a
(MX)
warm and classic office environment.
Brown traces of sugar are particular for this veneer type.
Natural cherry (code OZ) is the same veneer as cherry (code MX), but
without stain.
Natural cherry When ordering natural cherry, much attention must be paid to the
effects of light(Patina). Periodically move around the objects and
(OZ)
accessories on your desk and furniture to avoid shadows on your
wooden surface.
North American Origin.
Brown-grey shades with strong appearing veins and characteristic
knots.
American
Pronounced golden patina.
Walnut
Walnut is very trendy on rectangular or oval shapes.
(NU)
NU American Walnut (straight cut) is used on Steelcase Veneer
products and in the following Attesse ranges: Trigos, Litera and
Prologue.
North American Origin.
Brown-grey shades with strong appearing veins and characteristic
knots.
American
Pronounced golden patina.
Walnut
Walnut is very trendy on rectangular or oval shapes.
(NS)
NS American Walnut (crown cut) is used on P30.
Black Oak
(CG)

European origin, tinted in dark black.
Large crown cut pattern for classic Management furniture.

